On June 6th, 2014 we received our official BioGro Certification. We continue to add value to
what we do and produce for our clients and customers. The official BioGro Certification
validates compliance with standards and organizations spanning over 100 countries.

We are:
We Are Non GMO: What is GMO?
GMOs, or “genetically modified organisms,” are plants or animals created through the gene
splicing techniques of biotechnology (also called genetic engineering, or GE). This experimental
technology merges DNA from different species, creating unstable combinations of plant, animal,
bacterial and viral genes that cannot occur in nature or in traditional crossbreeding.

We are proudly Non-GMO for your health and safety.
Since 1972, IFOAM has occupied an unchallenged position as the only international umbrella
organization of the organic world, i.e. all stakeholders contributing to the organic vision. This
allows IFOAM to unite, lead and assist the organic movement - all IFOAM Affiliates - in its full
diversity, while providing a common voice on relevant organic issues. IFOAM implements the
will of its broad-based constituency, with Affiliates in more than 100 countries and is governed
by a World Board originating from all continents. The IFOAM Action Network comprises selforganized IFOAM regional and sector groups and daughter organizations.

We meet or exceed IFOM Standards for your health and safety.
The Japanese Agricultural Standards (日本農林規格 (Nihon Nōrin Kikaku?)) are standards for
the agriculture industry maintained by the Japanese Government. They are comparable to
Japanese Industrial Standards but for food and agricultural products. Once a product has
passed tests conducted by government-backed rating bureaus the JAS seal is appended to the
product.

We meet or exceed JAS Standards for your health and safety.

OOAP: Official Organic Assurance Programme
The OOAP reciprocal agreements include the United States of America (USDA), European

Union, Switzerland and Taiwan.
We meet or exceed OOAP Standards for your health and safety.

